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Kathy Ehrensperger

Narratives of Belonging
The Role of Paul’s Genealogical Reasoning

Die Darstellungen genealogischer Netzwerke waren in der Antike Ausdruck der
Weltsicht ihrer Erzähler, mit deren Hilfe Nähe und Distanz zwischen verschiedenen
Gruppen und Völkern ausgedrückt und hergestellt werden konnte. Auch Paulus
bedient sich genealogischer Argumente, umdie Beziehung nicht-jüdischer Christus-
Gläubiger zu Israel und ihrem Gott zu verdeutlichen. Es handelt sich um eine eth-
nozentrische Argumentation, deren Fokus aber gleichzeitig eindeutig theozentrisch
ist.

Keywords: genealogies, identity, Israel, seed of Abraham, promise

1 Introduction

Genealogies are a common feature of ancient cultures of the Mediterra-
nean basin and the Ancient Near East. As Erich Gruen and others have
convincingly demonstrated, genealogies provide the means to present
relationships between tribes, peoples, groups and cities and thus establish
(fictive) networks which facilitate interaction and communication be-
tween different groups of people.1They provide narratives of belonging by
establishing continuity over time and thus serve specific functions within
narratives of origin and migration, thereby enabling peoples to situate

1 E.S. Gruen, Rethinking the Other in Antiquity (Princeton, 2011), 253–307; C.P. Jones,
KinshipDiplomacy in the AncientWorld (Cambridge, 1999), recently also L.E. Patterson,
Kinship Myth in Ancient Greece (Austin, Tex., 2010), 1–21. Genealogies and kinship
relations have been noted in the context of studies which consider relations and de-
velopments over time in light of network paradigms, informed by Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari’s notion of rhizome. Rather than looking at relations in terms of roots,
stem and branches they argue for developments and relations as interconnected in the
vein of a network with mutual interactions, which cannot be attributed to a progressive
development, or assessed in linear cause-effect vein. Cf. their A Thousand Plateaus
(Minneapolis, 1987), 3–26, also I. Malkin, “Networks and the Emergence of Greek
Identity,” in Mediterranean Paradigms and Classical Antiquity (ed. I. Malkin; London,
2005), 56–74.
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themselves in the world in which they lived. As Kristopher Fletcher notes,
“genealogies offer a picture of perceived connections between peoples and
places and times; they are, in short, a reflection of a perceived reality:
‘Genealogies put things in their place.’”2 Genealogies were a means to
transcend one’s own group by relating others, those who were not part of
the group, to the group, and internally to establish a narrative of belonging
over time.

2 Genealogical Reasoning and Christian Origins

In the course of reception history genealogical images have been used as
models for explaining the origins of “Christianity” for more than a cen-
tury. The genealogical patterns usedwere those ofmother anddaughter, of
older and younger brothers,3 or of twin brothers.4 The mother-daughter
model was advocated among others by Adolf von Harnack and Wilhelm
Bousset and was based on the hermeneutical presupposition that Judaism
represented particularism, whilst Christianity stood for universalism. The
daughter was perceived as having eclectically selected the useful elements
from the mother without transmitting the constraining elements. The
“Weltreligion” was already inherent in the mother but could only be
liberated through the daughter from the restrictions of particularism.5The

2 Fletcher also emphasizes, that “In their temporal aspect, they are also etiological, serving
to explain how the world reached its present state. In this capacity, genealogies play an
important role in justifying the present, for they offer a type of logic” (“Systematic
Genealogies in Apollodorus: Bibliotheca and the Exclusion of Rome fromGreekMyth,”
Classical Antiquity 27 [2008], 59–91, here 63).

3 Thus famously formulated by Pope John Paul II at the occasion of his historic visit of the
synagogue of Rome, April 13, 1986.

4 A.F. Segal, Rebecca’s Children: Judaism and Christianity in the Roman World (Cam-
bridge, Mass. , 1986); D. Boyarin, Dying for God: Martyrdom and the Making of
Christianity and Judaism (Stanford, 1999).

5 Von Harnack formulated, “Eine solche Ungerechtigkeit wie die der Heidenkirche ge-
genüber dem Judentum ist in der Geschichte fast unerhört. Die Heidenkirche streitet
ihm alles ab, nimmt ihm sein heiliges Buch, und, während sie selbst nichts anderes ist als
transformiertes Judentum, durchschneidet sie jeden Zusammenhang mit demselben:
die Tochter verstößt die Mutter, nachdem sie sie ausgeplündert hat! […] Aber ist diese
Betrachtung wirklich zutreffend? Auf einer gewissen Stufe allerdings, und vielleicht
kann man niemanden zwingen, sie zu verlassen. Aber auf einer höheren Stufe stellt sich
die Sache anders dar : das jüdische Volk hat durch die Verwerfung Jesu seinen Beruf
verleugnet und sich selbst denTodesstoß versetzt; an seine Stelle rückt das neueVolk der
Christen; es übernimmt die gesamte Überlieferung des Judentums; was unbrauchbar in
derselben ist, wird umgedeutet oder fallen gelassen. In Wahrheit ist diese Abrechnung
nicht einmal eine plötzliche oder unerwartete; unerwartet ist nur die spezielle Form:Das
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daughter thus superseded themother in that she overcame the constraints
of the particularism or nationalism of her mother.6 Aspects of this ar-
gument resurfaced again in the “New Perspective” where not the par-
ticularism but the ethno-centrism7 of the mother was identified as the
problem. Inherent to this genealogical approach in its diverse past and
contemporary variations is the perceived opposition between all that is
bound to a particular people, the Jews/Israel, and thatwhich has overcome
such negatively perceived particularism in a universalism encompassing
all of humanity, namely Christianity. The particular, that is primarily
Judaism in its particularity as a people is thus designated as the problem,
which has to be overcome in and through the universal, that is, Christi-
anity.

The older/younger-brothers and the twin-brothers model have their
inherent problems as well, although a more parallel development and
mutual interactions in the emergence of Judaism and Christianity is ac-
counted for in these proposals.8 But the question how then these brothers
relate to each other remains, and in both cases the issue is, who then is the
mother? Common to all these approaches is the recognition that there is
an inherent link between those groups fromwhich eventually Judaismand
Christianity as two separate religions emerged. These links are both social
and theological. But since the notion of religion as a separate sociological
category did not exist in antiquity9 the question that needs to be addressed
not only concerns the ways in which these groups are socially and theo-

Heidenchristentum führt doch nur einen Prozeß zu Ende, der in einem Teile des Ju-
dentums bereits längst begonnen hatte – die Entschränkung der jüdischen Religion und
ihre Transformation zur Weltreligion” (A. von Harnack, Die Mission und Ausbreitung
des Christentums in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten, vol. 1: Die Mission in Wort und Tat
[4th ed.; Leipzig, 1924], 76). Wilhelm Bousset in Das Wesen der Religion, dargestellt an
ihrer Geschichte (Halle, 1903), has formulated similarly, “[A]lles, was wir im Evangelium
finden, das ist irgendwie auch bereits in der vorhergehenden Religionsgeschichte des
jüdischen Volkes vorhanden, oder doch angebahnt“ (196), but only through Paul could
this potential eventually be released in that he had been the one who “das befreiende
Wort in die Welt [jubelte]: ‘Hier ist nicht Jude noch Grieche […]’” (197).

6 A “milder” variation has been presented by Gerd Theissen who argued that “Die Ge-
schichte desUrchristentums ist die Entstehungsgeschichte einer neuenReligion, die sich
von ihrer Mutterreligion ablöst und verselbständigt. Eine Theorie der urchristlichen
Religion wird sich um eine Deutung dieses Wandels bemühen” (Die Religion der ersten
Christen: EineTheorie desUrchristentums [Gütersloh, 2000], 27). But also inhis approach
it is the particularismof themother that constitutes the problemwhich is being overcome
by the daughter.

7 J.D.G. Dunn, “Paul: Apostate or Apostle of Israel?,” ZNW 89 (1998), 256–271.
8 Cf. Boyarin, Dying for God (see n. 4), 1–20.
9 B. Nongri, Before Religion: The History of a Modern Concept (New Haven, 2013).
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logically linked.We also need to consider the categories in which they can
be described and analyzed as adequately as possible.

Partly in reaction to the mother-daughter paradigm and its inherent
particularism/universalism dichotomy scholars such as Denise Kimber
Buell10 and Caroline Johnson Hodge,11 and more recently in a variation
David Horrell,12 have proposed to use the category of ethnicity, to des-
ignate the emerging Christ-movement.13 Buell argues “If universalism is
defined in contrast to racial specificity, and universalism is seen as a
distinctive feature of Christianness, then Christianness is defined as not-
race particularly over and against Jewishness as race. Even when the goals
of this logic are valuable – to end racism, for example – this constructionof
universalism paradoxically perpetuates racist anti-Judaism in the name of
antiracism.”14Whilst I consider the use of the category and terminology of
race or ethno-racial to be problematic,15 I share the concern from which
this or similar proposals emerged.

Inmyapproach I take seriously that themovement towhich the bookof
Acts refers as “the Way” consists of real people in actual socio-historical
contexts who assemble, in Paul’s terminology, as 1jjkgs_a toO heoO. The
concrete embodiment of being part of this movement is a decisive di-
mension since there is no purely spiritual or abstract way of “being in
Christ.” It is human beings, in their particularity, in the here and nowwho
are bearers and transmitters of this message aimed at Youda¸\ te pq_tom
ja· þkkgmi. What we encounter in the Pauline letters are his attempts at
integrating þkkgmer or 5hmg as þkkgmer or 5hmg into the narrative of
belonging to the God of Israel through Christ.16

10 D.K. Buell, Why This New Race: Ethnic Reasoning in Early Christianity (New York,
2005).

11 C.J. Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs : A Study of Kinship and Ethnicity in the Letters of Paul
(Oxford, 2007).

12 D. Horrell, “Ethnicisation, Marriage, and Early Christian Identity: Critical Reflections
on 1 Corinthians 7, 1 Peter 3, and Modern New Testament Scholarship,” NTS 62
(2016), 439–460, also his “Race,Nation, People: Ethnic Identity-Construction in 1Peter
2.9,” NTS 58 (2012), 123–143.

13 Also race has been proposed as a category to designate the Christ-movement, cf. D.K.
Buell, “Race and Universalism in Early Christianity,” JECS 10 (2002), 432–441; also L.
Sechrest, A Former Jew: Paul and the Dialectics of Race (London, 2009).

14 D.K. Buell, “Rethinking theRelevance ofRace for EarlyChristian Self-Definition,”HTR
94 (2001), 449–476, see also Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs (see n. 11), 4.

15 Cf. K. Ehrensperger, “Paul, His People and Racial Terminology,” Journal of Early
Christian History 3 (2013), 17–33.

16 I follow the British sociologist Floya Anthias here, and focus on the narrative element in
processes of group identifications in emic perspective. Cf. , e. g. , her articles “Trans-
locational Belonging, Identity and Generation: Questions and Problems in Migration
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Genealogical reasoning is one of the ways through which Paul pursues
this. Rather than being precise science I understand genealogical rea-
soning as a way of relating outsiders via kinship narratives and associative
reasoning to a particular narrative of belonging. It is something which of
course is not unique toPaul, as has beendemonstrated,17butwhat needs to
be noted is that Paul’s genealogical reasoning is contextualized in dis-
courses of collectives, that is, groups of people, rather than in relation to
individuals. The use of genealogical reasoning in relation to individuals
(such as the Roman emperors) or to collective entities such as the þkkgmer
differs in that in the case of the former they clearly serve the purpose of
legitimizing the exercise of power or the status of an individual in relation
to a particular task. Collective genealogies although possibly also desig-
nating hierarchies between different groups who are considered as kin,
serve mainly the purpose of presenting relational, world structuring
maps.18 Thus when kinship language is the focus of attention the indi-
vidual or collective character of a genealogy needs to be taken into account
as they do not serve the identical purposes.

Genealogical reasoning in relation to collective entities is part of the
structuring of theworld fromdifferent perspectives in antiquity andhence
also inherent to Jewish scriptural traditions and their interpretation.
These traditions constitute the primary social and symbolic context for
Paul as for the message of the gospel generally. The socio-cultural context
of the Roman Empire and respective traditions certainly also play a role in
the conversations in which Paul is involved as it is the context of the
primary social and ideological belonging of his addressees, Christ-fol-
lowers from the nations. In critical conversationwith colleagues who have
drawn attention to Paul’s kinship language Iwill consider the function and
meaning of genealogical reasoning in some Greek, Roman and Jewish

and Ethnic Studies,” Finnish Journal of Ethnicity and Migration 4 (2009), 6–16, and
(withMaja Cederberg) “Narratives of Ethnicity, Resources and Social Capital,” Journal
of Ethnic andMigration Studies 35 (2009), 901–917. This is not to be seen in opposition
to sociological concepts of collective identity, thedistinctionbeing rather oneof an emic
or etic perspective as far as such can bediscernedwhendealingwith groups in antiquity.
To some extent, however, it has to be recognized that the emic/etic distinction cannot be
upheld unambiguously as even the attempt at arriving at an emic perspective is etic in
that the contemporary context and theoretical framework is what determines what is
labelled emic.

17 Gruen, Rethinking the Other (see n. 1); Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs (see n. 11), 33–36;
Fletcher, “Systematic Genealogies” (see n. 2).

18 Gruen, Rethinking the Other (see n. 1), 355–357.
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tradition, followed by an interpretation of some traditions of the patri-
archs as used by Paul.

3 The Function of Genealogical Reasoning in Greek and
Roman Traditions

No doubt constructions of kinship relations in the form of genealogies
were widely in use in Greek and Roman contexts. It has been argued that
theirmain purpose was the construction of identities and the definition of
group membership.19 A brief glance into a number of documents, how-
ever, demonstrates that they serve multiple purposes and cannot be
confined exclusively to this one function. Fletcher in his analysis of the
second-century work Bibliotheca by Apollodorus argues that “For the
most part, however, the idea ofGreekness in theBibliotheca is implicit, and
such an idea of readily apparentGreekness is necessary for Apollodorus to
be able to position peoples as either close to or distant from this identity.”20

It is with this pre-existing notion of what Greekness encompasses that
Apollodorus depicts the relation of the Greeks to others. Apollodorus’s as
well as the genealogies of others express particularworldviews, that is, they
are conceptual maps of the world as perceived in the perspective of a
particular people at a specific moment in time. As such the distance,
incorporation, or omission of others serves the purpose of indicating the
significance of these others in relation to oneself. Diplomatic relations
could be facilitated or hindered by such perceptions, establishing net-
works of communication and interaction, or legitimizing hostility. The
Persians and Egyptians are depicted as having multiple relations with
Greek characters according to Apollodorus, hence indicating the im-
portanceof interactionbetweenGreeks and them. Some appear only at the
margins, possibly once, whilst others are omitted entirely. It seems ex-
traordinary that among those omitted byApollodorus are the Romans. As
Fletcher notes, “This exclusion is particularly relevant because of the time
inwhichApollodoruswas writing, when theRomanEmpire controlled all
of the Mediterranean world, including Greece, and numerous myths had

19 Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs (see n. 11), 19. Hodge acknowledges several functions of
genealogies but focuses specifically on thenotionof identity construction rather thanon
other aspects.

20 In the case of Apollodorus’s Bibliotheca, it has been argued that actually the purpose is
not identity construction at all, as Greek identity is presupposed in the genealogy and
not argued. Cf. Fletcher, “Systematic Genealogies” (see n. 2), esp. 66.
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long since circulated connecting this area to its eastern neighbors.”21

Apollodorus’s genealogy could be interpreted as a powerful example of an
implicit political statement, in that it asserts the significance of Greece
through important connections in the East, and diminishes the signifi-
cance of Roman domination by completely ignoring their existence.22The
assertion of a collective identity, in the case of Apollodorus, of Greekness,
in this particular work is thus one function of the genealogy, but by far not
the only or most important one. The genealogical network presented
rather serves the positioning of Greeks on the map of the eastern Medi-
terranean, and thereby claiming a position of relevance and power rather
than merely establishing their identity as such.

The assertion of a common descent provided a means to vaguely ac-
knowledge an underlying consubstantiality. Thus to belong to the net-
work of the þkkgmer – in Apollodorus’s version – asserted a certain
commonality between different peoples and thus could provide the basis
for diplomatic and trade relations as well as cultural exchange. However,
those who were presented as part of this Helleno-centric network were by
no means considered to have become part of the group of people who
called themselves þkkgmer. To be related and incorporated into the ge-
nealogy of the þkkgmer did not mean that these peoples became þkkgmer
themselves. No change of ethnicity or primary loyalty is part of this ge-
nealogical inclusion. Those thus related remain what they were, Persians,
Egyptians, Lydians etc. But as such, as people whowere not þkkgmer, they
nevertheless were considered to have something in common with the
þkkgmer. Thus the expression of commonality features significantly in
genealogical reasoning but commonality is by no means identical with
sameness or shared ethnicity.

Even within the group of those who referred to themselves as þkkgmer,
the awareness of different levels of belonging remained prevalent. Thus
Herodotus refers to the Athenians as the “oldest 5hmor of the þkkgmer”
(7.161.3) using the term 5hmor for two entities which are not of the same
kind, one, i. e. , the Athenians, being clearly a sub-category of the other, the
Hellenes. Similarly, in Ptolemaic Egypt the Greek immigrants even after

21 Fletcher, “Systematic Genealogies” (see n. 2), 66.
22 There are other examples of the Second Sophistic which seem to have consciously

omitted specific references to Rome in their assertion of Greekness, cf. L. Pernot,
“Aelius Aristides and Rome,” in Aelius Aristides between Greece, Rome, and the Gods
(ed. W.V. Harries and B. Holmes; Leiden, 2008), 175–200.
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several generations still specified themselves particularly as Boiotiai,
Cretari, Milesian, or Macedonian.23

In addition to the construction of ethnic identity genealogical rea-
soning also serves other purposes. Transethnic networks are expressed
through supposed kinship relations, but to be kin to someone in such
networks does not necessarily mean to belong to the same 5hmor. Even the
case of þkkgmer, when considered in light of this does not merely denote
an ethnic category as Herodotus’s definition seems to imply, but it en-
compasses a composite collective, that is, Athenians, Spartans, etc. who in
their difference, and with their different genealogical particularities have
something in common, through their ancestor þkkgm. þkkgmer thus
refers to a conglomerate of 5hmg, and as such denotes a composite col-
lective identity.

It is interesting to note that in the period after the Alexandrian con-
quest the categorization as þkkgmer shifted or better expanded, to refer
not only to those who according to Herodotus’s definition would be
considered to be þkkgmer. Under the Ptolemies a tax system was set up
which taxed people – jat’ 5hmor. =hmor in this context did not function
specifically as an ethnic category but rather as a tax category, that is, it was
used as a specific categorization term. Thus Rachel Mairs has noted that
the “‘Greeks’ of the Ptolemaic tax-registers are a status-group: originally –
and still primarily – an ethnic category, expanded by co-option of these to
certain privileged professions and social milieu.”24 Greek status, Greek
ethnicity and Greek cultural behavior were not entirely identical in
Ptolemaic Egypt, what was decisive was that “whatever the ethnic back-
ground […] it was Greek status that brought fiscal benefits, and at least
those who could call themselves ‘Greek’ had the advantage.”25 This is
evidence that the ethnic identification was not confined to ethnicity in the
modern sense of the term, but served as a status category, related but not
confined to an ethnic connotation. The examples from tax registers of
Ptolemaic Egypt demonstrate that “ethnic” categorizations served as
categorizations of social groups, straddling the borders of ethnic identity,
and marked the groups so designated for fiscal rather than ethnic pur-
poses. In fact the category did not necessarily provide any information
about the ethnic identity of someone categorized as þkkgm.What from an

23 R. Mairs, “Intersecting Identities in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt,” in Egypt: Ancient
Histories,ModernArchaeologies (ed. R.J. Dann andK. Exell; NewYork, 2013), 163–192,
here 180.

24 Mairs, “Intersecting Identities” (see n. 23), 170.
25 Mairs, “Intersecting Identities” (see n. 23), 172.
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etic perspectivemight appear “ethnic”may have had a quite different emic
connotation, depending on the respective context. The use of ethnic
terminology in Ptolemaic Egypt sends a signal of caution about the
meaning of such terminology toNewTestament scholars.What looks like
an ethnic categorization or “ethnic reasoning” may actually point to
something else. In the case of kinship language, which often is associated
with ethnic identities, such a signal of caution is appropriate inmy view as
well. Not that the ethnic dimension should be completely ignored in
kinship terminology, but the use of this terminology – in analogy to the
Egyptian examples, although serving the purpose of categorization may
nevertheless point to a purpose distinct from ethnic categorization.

Genealogies, by constructing relations between groups and subgroups,
structure the world and provide orientation in the midst of numerous
smaller and bigger groups who have or may not have, or have to some
extent, a sense of belonging and belonging together. They aremaps whose
lines of lineage provide some guidance how to relate to those who are
closer or further away in the social and symbolic universe in which one
lives. As we have seen with respect to Apollodorus’s Bibliotheca, genea-
logies integrate others, that is, foreigners into their network: Greeks in-
tegratePerseus, that is, thePersians, Romans actually construct a founding
myth based on a foreigner, a Trojan refugee, Aeneas; and so do the Jews
with Abraham who leaves Ur in Chaldea and is remembered as a wan-
dering Aramean (Deut 26:5).26 Numerous peoples are integrated into
genealogies of the people Israel and in the Hellenistic period, Jewish
tradition also found away of integrating the Spartans into their network of
belonging (1 Macc 12:21) and of linking Heracles to Abraham.27 The
integration of foreigners into one’s own genealogy, certainly by the first
centuryCE, is not an exception but a feature to be foundwidely in cultures
around the Mediterranean.28 Significantly, these genealogies integrated
others into their respective networks, but thereby did not replace any
ancestor by a foreigner. Those who are envisaged as genealogically related
from times past, remain related, even when new additions widened the
network.

26 I. Malkin, “Foreign Founders: Greeks and Hebrews,” in Foundation Myths in Ancient
Societies: Dialogues and Discourses (ed. N. Mac Sweeney; Philadelphia, 2015), 20–40.

27 Cf. also 2 Macc 5:9; Josephus too knows of this tradition,A.J. 12.226; for the Abraham-
Heracles connection, A.J. 1.240–141. Cf. also Jones, Kinship (see n. 1), 72–80, and E.S.
Gruen, “Jewish Perspectives on Greek Culture and Ethnicity,” inAncient Perceptions of
Greek Ethnicity (ed. I. Malkin; Cambridge, Mass., 2001), 347–373, here 361–364.

28 Gruen “Jewish Perspectives” (see n. 27), 356–357.
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The genealogies in the Scriptures also serve this purpose of structuring
and categorizing the surrounding world, and thereby to provide guidance
or a rationale for the code of conduct to those closely or further related kin.
They permeate the Scriptures at significant junctions of the narrative as if
after one section, the audience needed some re-orientation of where they
were to position themselves in relation to other peoples who lived around
them, neighbors as well as those further afar (Gen 5; 10; 11:10–31; 46:8–
27).

As noted above, the structuring of the world through genealogies re-
flects the perception of the world from the perspective of the narrating
people, who see themselves at the center of the respective genealogy.
Apollodorus’s genealogies are Helleno-centric.29The characterization of a
“cousin” as distant, hostile, or friendly reflects the perspective of the
peoplewho locate themselves via genealogies at the center of the social and
symbolic world in which they live. Genealogies provide a structure to
narratives of belonging. Jewish traditions too, structured the world
through genealogies, with themselves, that is, the people Israel, at the
center of their social and symbolic universe.

4 Paul’s Genealogical Reasoning

To find in the Pauline letters trajectories of genealogical reasoning is thus
not a surprise. His project of proclaiming the gospel to the 5hmg involves
him in the task of construing a narrative of belonging for 5hmg in Christ.
This narrative involves several aspects, genealogical reasoning being one
of them. The role and function of kinship language in the Pauline letters
has been analyzed in recent publications. One dominant conclusion
which has been drawn from these, is that it demonstrates that Paul con-
sidered the 5jjkgs_ai toO heoO to be some sort of ethnic entities, hence
Paul’s use of kinship language was labelled as ethnic or even ethno-racial
reasoning.30But in light of Apollodorus’sBibliotheca as one example of the
function of a genealogy close to the geographical, cultural and temporal
context of Paul, the construction of ethnic identity is not the only, possibly
main, purpose of genealogies. The inclusion of others/foreigners into the
map of the world of a particular people does not convey that those thus

29 E. Hall, “When Is a Myth Not a Myth? Bernal’s ‘Ancient Model,’” in Black Athena
Revisited (ed. M.R. Lefkowitz and G.M. Rogers; Chapel Hill, N.C., 1996), 333–348.

30 Buell, Why This New Race (see n. 10), 20–21.
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included acquire thereby a new ethnicity or ethnic identity. Genealogical
reasoning is drawing a map of relationships and belonging from the
perspective of the map drawers, without changing or blurring ethnic
distinctions. Thus the question concerning the function of Paul’s genea-
logical reasoning should not be settled with reference to ethnic identity
construction, but needs to be considered afresh in the context of the
multivalent purpose of genealogical reasoning.

4.1 SSpp]]qqllaa ))bbqqaa\\ll and the Role of Isaac

When Paul calls Christ-followers from the nations sp]qla )bqa\l (Gal
3:29), the first and foremost question is what does he mean by sp]qla? Is
it, as has been argued, a reference generally to descent from an ancestor,
equivalent to, or resonating with the preposition 1j?31 The affirmation of
this assumption has led to the argument that the non-Jewish nations were
included in Abraham’s sp]qla right from the beginning, that is from the
moment the promises were made to Abraham. This would mean that the
non-Jewish nations were included in the promises together with Israel,
and thus were Abraham’s sp]qla all along.32 That fact that in the Sep-
tuagint passages of Genesis (Gen 15:5, 18; 17:7–12) the promises are
consistently made to Abraham and his sp]qla, is perceived as meaning
that all the offspring of Abrahamwere present in his sp]qla. In this line of
argument, sp]qla refers to all of Abraham’s offspring, and this is inter-
preted as what Paul actually implies when he refers to Abraham as the
“founder of two lineages: the uncircumcised (or ‘foreskins’) and the cir-
cumcised” in Rom 4:11–12.33 This is interpreted as referring back to
Abraham’s trust in God before circumcision became the sign of God’s
covenant and promise. Genesis 17:5 and 15:5 are read as referring to the
inclusion of the !jqobust¸a/5hmg in Abraham’s sp]qla right then and
there when God made his promises to him. This raises a number of
questions, not least why those who are already sp]qla )bqa\l need the
assertion that they actually are sp]qla)bqa\l through Christ (Gal 3:29).
How can this be a new ancestry or lineage when (non-Jewish) 5hmg were
part of this sp]qla all along? This interpretation is based on the as-

31 Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs (see n. 11), 79–91.
32 C.J. Hodge, “The Question of Identity: Gentiles as Gentiles – but also Not – in Pauline

Communities,” in Paul within Judaism: Restoring the First-Century Context to the
Apostle (ed. M.D. Nanos and M. Zetterholm; Minneapolis, 2015), 153–173, here 162,
172.

33 Hodge, If Sons, Then Heirs (see n. 11), 88.
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sumption that sp]qla in the Pauline argument must refer to all the de-
scendants (Jews and non-Jews) of Abraham before Christ.

But this is precisely what Paul clarifies as not being the case when he
argues that oqd’ fti eQs·m sp´qla )bqa±l p²mter t´jma, !kk’· 1m Ysa±j
jkgh¶seta¸ soi sp´qla (“Not all the children are seed of Abraham, but in/
through Isaac that seed shall be called for you,” Rom 9:7, NRSV). In my
view this verse provides a clear indication of what Paul means by sp]qla
)bqa\l. It does not refer to all of Abraham’s children but only to those of
the promise, that is, Isaac and subsequently Jacob/Israel. And this promise
is intrinsically connected to the covenant. The term sp]qla )bqa\l is
used in a specific way by Paul, rather than as a general kinship term.

It is worth looking at the relevant passages of the Genesis narrative at
this point, in order to assess Paul’s use of them. It is evident that not all of
Abraham’s children are children of the promise. It is only through Isaac
and Jacob that this lineage of promise bearing Abraham’s name is con-
tinued (Gen 17:19, 21). This is repeated inGen 21:12: p²mta, fsa 1±m eUp,
soi Saqqa, %joue t/r vym/r aqt/r, fti 1m Isaaj jkgh¶seta¸ soi sp´qla.
Only the lineage of Isaac will be called sp]qla )bqa\l. It is this lineage
that is tied to the promise and the covenant although interestingly there is
no direct promisemade to Isaac himself. Isaac’s role in the narrative seems
to be focused on him as the child of the promise; only through the birth of
this child is God’s faithfulness in his life-giving action against all evidence
being confirmed. According to the Genesis narrative Abraham’s trust in
God depends on the existence of Isaac, as he did not trust in the promise
that hewould become the father of a great nation until Sarah got pregnant.
Although Abraham trusted God and it was reckoned to him as right-
eousness, Abraham’s trust occasionally waivered. Isaac is the living evi-
dence and confirmation of the promise and as such he is sp]qla)bqa\l.
Maybe this is the reason why there is no direct divine address to Isaac
confirming the promise to his father, because he, through his mere ex-
istence, is the living evidence of God’s promise and faithfulness. The
confirmation of the covenant with him is made to Abraham (Gen 17:19).
The promises are explicitly and directly then made again to Jacob in al-
most the same vein as they were given toAbraham (Gen 28:13–16 LXX).34

34 Gen 28:14: ja· 5stai t¹ sp´qla sou ¢r B %llor t/r c/r ja· pkatumh¶setai 1p·
h²kassam ja· 1p· k¸ba ja· 1p· boqq÷m ja· 1p’ !matok²r, ja· 1meukocgh¶somtai 1m so·
p÷sai aRvuka· t/r c/r ja· 1m t`sp´qlat¸sou (“Andyour offspring shall be like thedust
of the earth, and you shall spread abroad to the west and to the east and to the north and
to the south; and all the families of the earth shall be blessed in you and in your off-
spring,” NRSV).
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The transmissionof the promises in the narrative of Isaac ismade in the
bestowing of the blessing upon Jacob (although this happens with a little
help from Rebecca; Gen 27:1–29). God goes along with Rebecca’s actions
and eventually confirms these by re-affirming the promises, made to
Abraham, now also to Jacob. Although I cannot pursue this further here, it
is interesting that especially Ishmael, the descendant of Abraham who is
not named his sp]qla, is not left without God’s blessing. The specific
promises to Abraham (land, great and numerous people, and blessing of
all the “families of the earth” in his name) and most importantly the ev-
erlasting covenant asserting that God will be their God (Gen 17:7) are
restricted to those called sp]qla )bqa\l; Abraham’s other descendants
are blessed or provided with gifts (Gen 17:20; 25:1–6), but they are not
included in the specific promises, nor in the covenant which is tied to
Isaac. The specific promises are being made to Abraham and his sp]qla
called after him, that is the child of the promise, Isaac. It emerges then, that
with the term sp]qla )bqa\l in the Genesis narrative a genealogical
argument of a specific not of a general kind is made. The term sp]qla
)bqa\l in this scriptural tradition is restricted to those who are bearers of
these specific promises and of the covenant. The scope of the promises as
such is not limited to the sp]qla )bqa\l, but as far as the bearers of the
promises are concerned the scope is limited. The narrative of the promises
given to thosewho aresp]qla)bqa\l is Israel-centered.Nevertheless the
scope is universal, in that the blessing expands to the nations beyond the
boundaries of the people Israel. In Jub. 15:30–32 this Israel-centered
universal scope is expressed as follows:

For he did not drawnear to himself either Ishmael, his sons, his brothers, or Esau.He did
not choose them (simply) because they were among Abraham’s children. But he chose
Israel to be his people: He sanctified them and gathered them from all humankind. For
there aremany nations andmany peoples and all belong to him.Hemade spirits over all
in order to lead them astray from following him. But over Israel he made no angel or
spirit rule. Because he alone is their ruler.

This differentiation between different peoples in God’s realm resonates
with Paul’s insistence of differentiation in Rom 9:7. But it also indicates
that this Israel-centered differentiation does not imply that those who are
not of the lineage of the sp]qla)bqa\l, i. e. , of the promise, are outside of
the scope of God’s concern.

Paul’s genealogical reasoning clearly needs to be seen in the context of
these scriptural traditions and their interpretation in Second Temple
Judaism. Isaac is the child of the promise, and only through him are the
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promises transmitted. The restriction of the term sp]qla )bqa\l to this
specific meaning is scriptural and Rom 9:7 is evidence that Paul argues
fromwithin and in relation to this tradition. Those to whom the promises
and the covenant are given are a specific group, specific people, hence it is
inconceivable that Paul or other contemporary Jewish interpreters could
have meant that the lineage designated as sp]qla )bqa\l inherently
included nations other than Israel/Jacob.

However, in Rom 4:11–12 Paul does refer to the narrative of Gen 17
where Abraham is promised to become the father of many nations (5hmg/
A=96). It is a tradition only found in Gen 17:2–6, whilst the tradition of the
blessing of the nations in Abraham’s name is missing here. The reference
to the nations in the terminology 5hmg/A=96 in the Genesis passage could
indicate that at the point of its composition the terminological differen-
tiation of 5hmg and ka|r which we find in the Second Temple period and
certainly in Paul, was not as yet prevalent.35 The promise of becoming the
father of a multitude of nations, however, does not render these “nations”
sp]qla )bqa\l. As noted above, the term sp]qla )bqa\l ties lineage
and promise, not in terms of the scope of the promise but in terms of
bearers/transmitters of the promise.Sp]qla)bqa\l and themultitude of
nations are not identical. The covenant tradition of Gen 17 includes the
promise to Abraham and his sp]qla, but the covenant nevertheless is not
made with the multitude but with Abraham and his sp]qla. That sp]qla
is used to refer to the bearers of the promises is confirmed a few verses later
in Gen 17:19–21, where the term sp]qla)bqa\l is tied to the child of the
promise Isaac, as is clarified in Gen 21:12. Thus even when in Gen 17:2–6
Abraham receives the promise to become the father/ancestor of many
nations/5hmg, it is evident that the term sp]qla also here is restricted to
Isaac and his lineage and does therefore not include the non-Jewish na-
tions as bearers of the promise.36 The distinction is evidently maintained
there.

35 The use of A=96/5hmg in the Hebrew Scriptures/Septuagint is discussed in detail by I.
Rosen-Zvi andA.Ophir, “Paul and the Invention of theGentiles,” JQR 105 (2015), 1–41.
One of their arguments proposes that in terms of terminology no clear distinctions in
part of theHebrewScriptures (as in later Jewish literature of the SecondTemple Period)
are made between Israel and the nations, hence A=96 can occasionally include Israel,
especially in apassage likeGen17:4where Jacob/Israel hasnot yet appearedon the scene
this distinction as such cannot as yet be made. This is convincing in that the differ-
entiation into Israel and the nations is made only after Jacob becomes Israel (Gen
32:28).

36 The role of Abraham as the ancestor of many 5hmg does not render these 5hmg sp]qla
)bqa\l.
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However, in the argumentation of Rom 4 it seems as if Paul were ig-
noring this distinction. If his reference to Abraham as the father of many
nations in Rom 4:17 is read as referring to the past, as something that has
already happened then the distinction is lost indeed. However, it is more
likely that Paul refers to something that fromAbraham’s perspective is still
to happen, and from Paul’s perspective only just happened, namely in
Christ. The nations, that is, those who are in Christ (piste}omter) are only
now included in this genealogicalmapof relations.Although the intention
to render Abraham the father of many nations was there from the be-
ginning according to Gen 17, this does not mean that these nations are
already included in the sp]qla )bqa\l from the beginning. Those of the
!jqobust¸a and those of the peqitol^ can now both count Abraham as
their father, but this does not render those of the !jqobust¸a sp]qla
)bqa\l from the very beginning. The term sp]qla is tied to the recipients
as the bearers of the promise. At the point of the initial expression, the
nations are neither direct recipients nor bearers of the promise. In relation
to the multitude of nations, the future dimension is maintained and Paul
expresses this future dimension of the narrative in his reference that this
was written not only for Abraham’s sake “but for ours also. It will be
reckoned to us who believe in him who raised Jesus our Lord from the
dead” (Rom 4:24).

Being of the lineage of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob means being bearers
of the promises, and the lineage of the promises is continued only in and
through them. That Abrahamwill become the father of many nations and
that in the name of Abraham and his sp]qla also many nations (non-
Jewish) will be blessed is one of the promises, alongside the promises of
land andbecoming a great nation (Gen 12:1–3; 17:2–6). But throughnone
of these promises are the nations included in the sp]qla )bqa\l.

The promises are confirmed and actualized only through the Christ
event (k´cy c±q Wqist¹m di²jomom cecem/shai peqitol/r rp³q !kghe¸ar
heoO, eQr t¹ bebai_sai t±r 1paccek¸ar t_m pat´qym, Rom 15:8). The
intention of expanding the blessing to the nations (Gen 12:3; repeated and
confirmed to Jacob in Gen 28:14) and the intention of their inclusion into
the lineage of Abraham (Gen 17:4) in the initial promises did not include
them into the sp]qla )bqa\l, despite the universal scope of these
promises. This intention is only actualized in and through the Christ-
event inPaul’s perspective.Only in and throughChrist are thenationsnow
becoming part of the salvation narrative of the God of Israel. The con-
firmation of the promises to Jacob (Gen 28:14–15), in accordance with its
formulation in Gen 12:2 is clearly pointing to the future: 1meukocgh¶-
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somtai 1m so· p÷sai aR vuka· t/r c/r ja· 1m t` sp´qlat¸ sou. Paul’s ge-
nealogical reasoning accounts for this clear scriptural distinction, in that
he sees the nations/5hmg not inherently (or from the beginning) included
in the sp]qla )bqa\l but only through Christ (Gal 3:29).

Although I cannot discuss this further here, there are indications in
Second Temple literature, that the awareness of this scriptural distinction
concerning the sp]qla )bqa\l was retained. A possible example can be
found in the Maccabean reference to the inclusion of the Spartans in the
genealogy of the people Israel. This inclusion is not described as a sharing
or inclusion in the sp]qla )bqa\l, but the Spartans are referred to as
being of the c´morAbraham (erq´hg 1m cqav0peq¸ te t_mSpaqtiat_m ja·
Iouda¸ym fti eQs·m !dekvo· ja· fti eQs·m 1j c´mourAbqaal, 1 Macc 12:21).

With the term sp]qla )bqa\l carrying a specific promise related
connotation, it emerges that a general genealogical meaning cannot get to
the core of the Pauline use of the term.37As noted above, genealogies serve
particular purposes, which are not restricted to myths of ethnic origins or
of establishing ethnic identities. So far this analysis has indicated that
Paul’s genealogical reasoning serves such a particular purpose, rather than
being concerned with establishing a myth of origins.

4.2 SSpp]]qqllaa ))bbqqaa\\ll, the Promise and the Promises

Although they are included in the promises toAbraham and thus being on
the scene from the very beginning it is only in and throughChrist that 5hmg
become sp]qla )bqa\l. They are included in the promises from the
beginning, but they are not bearers of, or heirs to, the promises. The
promise of blessing for the nations (ja· 1meukocgh¶somtai 1m so· p÷sai aR
vuka· t/r c/r, Gen 12:3 [cf. also 22:18]; ja· 1meukocgh¶somtai 1m so·
p÷sai aR vuka· t/r c/r ja· 1m t` sp´qlat¸ sou, 28:14b), the promise of
making Abraham the father of many nations (Gen 17:4 with reference to
Abraham and Gen 17:16 with reference to Isaac), are inherently bound to
the bearers of these promises, the sp]qla )bqa\l, that is, specifically to
Isaac, and Jacob/Israel. Although I agree with Paula Fredriksen, that Paul
refers to the 5hmg as being related to Abraham specifically through Christ,
their more specific transformation as sp]qla )bqa\l in Christ, is in-
herently tied to the mediating bearers of the promise, that is, Isaac and

37 Hodge bases her argument on an assumed shared perception that, ancestors contain
within them – whether in their womb or their seed – all of their progeny (If Sons, Then
Heirs [see n. 11], 105).
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Jacob/Israel.38 The promises, including the specific promise concerning
the nations is never made to Abraham alone, but to Abraham and his
sp]qla. And as such the genealogical map includes Christ who is part of
Jacob/Israel, and as such sp]qla, that is, of the lineage of the promise
(oVtim´r eQsim Ysqagk?tai […] 1n ¨m b Wqist¹r t¹ jat± s²qja, Rom 9:5;
toO cemol´mou 1j sp´qlator Dau·d jat± s²qja, 1:4). Christ is part of
those who are sp]qla )bqa\l including Isaac and Jacob/Israel, who are
the designated sp]qla as identified above. Christ, as being from (1j) Israel
is genealogically related to the recipients and bearers of the promises and
only as such can he be the confirming mediator of these (Rom 15:8). The
non-applicability of the law/Torah for 5hmg in Christ has nothing to do
with a bypassing of Israel as recipient and bearer (sp]qla )bqa\l) of the
promises. Irrespective of their observance of the Torah (which is not in
view in this discussion), to thembelong the promises and the fathers (Rom
9:4–5). By becoming sp]qla )bqa\l in Christ the 5hmg do not replace
anybody who is already sp]qla )bqa\l, but rather they are now also
intrinsically linked via Christ and thus via Jacob/Israel to Abraham. By
referring to the nations in Christ as being also sp]qla )bqa\l, Paul
neverthelessmaintains the distinction between Israel and the nations.39 In
analogy, rather than in supersession to, or conflationwith Isaac and Jacob,
the nations as sp]qla )bqa\l through Christ now also inherit the
promises. The focus of the argument is not on ethnic identity but on the
mediation of the promises.

This is the specific relevance of becoming sp]qla )bqa\l: the in-
heritance that comes with it. The purpose of Paul’s genealogical reasoning
thus can be seen in rendering (representatives of) the nations heirs or
rather co-heirs to the promises. Through the mediation of Christ the
nations (via adoption of the Spirit)40 are now also recipients and bearers of
the promises. The fact that Paul seems to make distinctions between
1paccek_ai (plural, Rom 9:4; 15:8) and 1paccek_a (4:13–16, 20; 9:8–9) in
Romans may be due to a particular rhetorical strategy in this letter. He
possibly wishes to emphasize the relevance of the specifics of the promise

38 Fredriksen has argued that “Pagans-in-Christ are from Abraham’s lineage, since
Abrahamwas the father of many nations (Gen 17:4; Rom 4:17); but they descend from
Abrahamalone, not also from Isaac and Jacob” (“Judaizing theNations,”NTS 56 [2010],
232–252, here 243).

39 Rather than blurring them as T.L. Donaldson, “Paul within Judaism: A Critical Eval-
uation from a ‘New Perspective’ Perspective,” in Paul within Judaism (see n. 32), 277–
301, here 297–301, has recently argued.

40 Cf. M. Thiessen, Paul and the Gentile Problem (Oxford, 2016), 129–160.
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made in relation to the 5hmg, namely the blessing, as Stanley Stowers has
argued.41 This may be a particular concern in Romans. However, Paul
refers to the 1paccek_ai in Rom 15:8 as being confirmed and actualized
through Christ for Israel and the nations (to the Jew first and also to the
Greeks) as part of the initiation of the messianic age. Although they mean
different things for those who are and remain different, that is, Israel and
the nations, Jews and Greeks, I am not convinced that this distinction can
be drawn along the line of Paul’s singular and plural use of 1paccek_a.
þhmg in Christ are now also blessed in the name of Abraham, but at the
same time the promises are confirmed to Israel. It appears to me that the
meaning of sp]qla )bqa\l for those of the nations in Christ cannot be
confined to the promise of the blessing but encompasses other dimensions
of the inheritance as well; as sp]qla )bqa\l in Christ both, Jews and
those from the nations, are now heirs to the promises (plural) which
includes, as Paul formulates specifically in Rom 4:13 (Oq c±q di± mºlou B
1paccek¸a t` )bqa±l C t` sp´qlati aqtoO, t¹ jkgqomºlom aqt¹m eWmai
jºslou, !kk± di± dijaios¼mgr p¸steyr) that they will also be heirs to the
j|slor. The uniquely Pauline use of j|slor heremay be read as a Pauline
variation of the Genesis promises of land (Gen 12:2–3; 15:18; 17:8; 22:18;
28:13–15). The reference in Gal 5:21 that “envy, drunkenness, carousing,
and things like these” cannot inherit the kingdompoints to another aspect
of inheriting as sp]qla )bqa\l. The inheritance mentioned here is the
kingdom of God, which is cosmological in scope – and thus possibly
another way of expressing what is expressed in Rom 4:13 as jkgqomºlom
jºslou. But the reference to what possibly is the core aspect of the in-
heritance fromwhich all the others follow ismost likely found in 2 Cor 7:1.
Although not in contradiction to the reference to inheriting the blessing,
the j|slor or the basike_a the promises referred to are summarized in
2 Cor 6:16b–18:

I will live in them and walk among them, and I will be their God, and they shall be my
people. Therefore come out from them, and be separate from them, says the Lord, and
touch nothing unclean; then I will welcome you, and I will be your father, and you shall
be my sons and daughters, says the Lord Almighty.

If the actualization of the promises to Abraham and his sp]qla for the
nations inChrist implies notmerely the specific aspects of blessing and the

41 S.K. Stowers, A Rereading of Romans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles (New Haven, 1994),
133, has drawn attention to the fact that Paul refers to promises in the plural only when
he refers to the promises which clearly relate to Jacob/Israel, whereas when referring to
these as far as the nations are concerned he uses the singular.
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multitude but the promises in toto, then the core promise and affirmation
that God will be their God must be decisive. The nations in and through
Christ are heirs to the promise that the God who promised Abraham and
his sp]qla, and who committed himself in the covenant, to be their God,
now is the one who also commits himself to be the God of the 5hmg in
Christ.

5 Conclusions

Genealogies in antiquity served multiple purposes. Not all of these had to
do with myths of origins or constructions of the identity of a particular
people. A significant purpose was to draw maps of the world from the
perspective of particular peoples, integrating others into one’s own
symbolic universe without assimilating their particular identities into
one’s own. I have argued that similarly the purpose of Paul’s genealogical
reasoning is the inclusion of thenations into themapof the people Israel in
its universal scope. He is pencilling them into the symbolic universe as
others who nevertheless now consider the God of Israel to be also their
God. It is an inclusion, which is decisively shaped by the trust that in the
Christ-event the messianic age was beginning to dawn, and thus the
promises to the fathers were confirmed (Rom 15:8). In light of this the
inclusion of non-Jewish nations as those who also belong to the one God,
the God of Israel and of all of creation, which was on the horizon of the
narrative of belonging of the people Israel from the very beginning, is seen
as being actualized and in the process of being implemented through
Christ. The structure of this genealogy is Israel-centered. But it is Israel-
centered in its focus on the universal scope of this particular perspective.
The inclusion of 5hmg into this Israel-centered narrative of belonging does
not render these representatives of the nations Jewish, in as much as the
inclusion of the Spartans into the genealogy of Abraham did not render
the Spartans thereby Jewish. Paul’s genealogical reasoning does not strip
the nations of their particular identities as Greeks, Galatians, Corinthi-
ans, etc. nor does their inclusion render the particularity of Jewish identity
obsolete or replace Israel in the genealogy of Abraham. But in as much as
this genealogy of belonging is Israel centered, that is, a Jewish narrative,
and thus could be labelled “ethnocentric” its scope is not limited to Israel
nor even to the j|slor, although all of these are included of course. This
genealogy is decisively theocentric. To become sp]qla )bqa\l through
Christ, is not ameans in itself. At the heart of the worldmap thus depicted
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is God, the God of Israel, who is also the God of the nations, and of all of
creation.42 This is a Jewish universalism. Paul’s genealogical reasoning
relates non-Jews to the God of creation who had committed himself
throughhis promises and his covenant to the people Israel, and now, at the
dawn of the messianic age, in and through Christ also to the nations. The
narrative of belonging to Christ and thus becoming sp]qla )bqa\l, is a
narrative of belonging to God. It is a narrative of trust in God’s promises.
This certainly implies a significant change in the lives of those who are
called, oq lºmom 1n Youda¸ym !kk± ja· 1n 1hm_m. They are 1jjkgs_ai toO
heoO, included in the worshipping community of God as 5hmg in their
diversity. As such they gather as assemblies which are universal and
particular at the same time. This does not render these assemblies entities
in which ethnic particularity was irrelevant or overcome, they were not
assemblies where the members were considered merely humans, that is,
abstractions.43 Paul’s genealogical reasoning accounts for this inherent
diversity. Through integrating 5hmg through Christ into Abraham’s lin-
eage they now are also heirs to God’s promises and to his commitment to
Israel and the nations. Paul’s genealogical reasoning in its theo-centricity
is thus a form of embodied theological reasoning.
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42 Cf. also T.L. Donaldson, Judaism and the Gentiles : Jewish Patterns of Universalism
(Waco, Tex., 2007), 509.

43 As if humans could exist as an abstraction rather than as specifically embodied beings,
hence in particularity. Cf. J.L. Nancy, Being Singular-Plural (Stanford, 2000).
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